Model-Driven Multi-Platform Development of 3D Applications with Round-Trip Engineering
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Abstract: While model-driven approaches are nowadays common-place in the development of many kinds of software, 3D applications are often still developed in an ad-hoc and code-centric manner. This state of affairs is somewhat surprising, as there are obvious benefits to a more structured 3D development process. E.g., model-based techniques could help to ensure the mutual consistency of the code bases produced by the heterogeneous development groups, i.e. 3D designers and programmers. Further, 3D applications are often developed for multiple platforms in different programming environments for which some support for synchronization during development iterations is desirable. This paper presents a model-driven approach for the structured development of multi-platform 3D applications based on round-trip engineering. Abstract models of the application are specified in SSIML, a DSL tailored for the development of 3D applications. In a forward phase, consistent 3D scene descriptions and program code are generated from the SSIML model. In a reverse phase, code refinements are abstracted and synchronized to result in an updated SSIML model. And so on in subsequent iterations. In particular, our approach supports the synchronization of multiple target platforms, such as WebGL-enabled web applications with JavaScript and immersive Virtual Reality software using VRML and C++.

1 Introduction

Interactive 3D applications including Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) play a central role in many domains, such as product visualization, entertainment, scientific visualization, training and education. So far, however, the application of model-driven development (MDD) approaches and visual modeling languages such as UML is by far not as common as in the development of other kinds of software. Arguably, this lack of acceptance of MDD approaches can be attributed to the specifics of the 3D application development process.

First, 3D development is an interdisciplinary process. Essentially, two groups of developers are involved who use completely different tools and terminologies: 3D content developers and programmers. Misunderstandings between the developer groups can lead to an inconsistent system implementation [VP05]. E.g., if the 3D content developer does
not follow the conventions for the naming of 3D objects, the programmer cannot address these objects properly via program code. While MDD approaches may be instrumental in avoiding such misunderstandings, general purpose tools based e. g. on UML may be appropriate for programmers, but are certainly inadequate for the often ”creatively oriented” 3D developers. More promising seem domain-specific languages (DSL) specifically geared towards 3D development.

Second, 3D applications are usually developed in a highly iterative fashion. Although generally desirable for all kinds of software, support for an iterative development process is particularly relevant in the 3D domain. Round-trip engineering (RTE) [Ant07, Aßm03, VPDMD05] is a model-driven software development methodology that combines forward engineering (model-to-code transformations) with reverse engineering (code-to-model transformations) and synchronizations between code and model to support iterative development. RTE has proven useful in the development of ”conventional” software as exemplified by several existing integrated tools supporting the simultaneous editing and synchronization of UML diagrams and program code. However, due to the concurrent development process in conjunction with the preference for very different modeling/programming tools between 3D designers and programmers (and software designers), the use of a (yet to be developed) integrated tool for the various tasks seems not advisable for 3D development. Instead, an approach is preferable where the distinct developer groups each can employ their tools of choice.

Third, 3D applications are often implemented for multiple platforms, from ordinary PCs, over mobile devices, up to immersive Virtual Reality installations. A possible approach could be the use of cross-platform 3D engines. A disadvantage is that this requires the installation of a 3D engine at the user’s site. In web environments, however, users may not have administrative rights to install the necessary plug-in. In highly specialized environments, such as CAVEs, a suitable version of the 3D engine may not be available. Therefore, 3D applications often need to be developed w.r.t. different programming environments, using different programming languages. During the iterative development cycle, cross-platform synchronization should be supported.

In this paper we describe a round-trip engineering approach for the model-driven, iterative development of multi-platform 3D applications. Section 2 introduces this approach at a conceptual level. In Section 3, a longer example of model-driven, round-trip development for 3D applications is given, with WebGL-enabled web browsers and immersive Virtual Reality as deployment platforms. Section 4 gives an overview of the implementation of our round-trip engineering process. We discuss our approach in Section 5 before we finally conclude in Section 6.

2 3D Development with Round-Trip Engineering

This section gives a conceptual overview of the the proposed round-trip engineering approach for multi-platform 3D development (see Figure 1). The involved developer groups are: software designers, who design an abstract model of the 3D application; 3D design-
ers responsible for 3D modeling; and programmers who implement the application logic for the specific target platforms. As example target platforms for the 3D application, we assume WebGL-enabled web browsers with JavaScript as programming language and an immersive Virtual Reality CAVE programmed in C++. Details on the DSL used for application modeling, forward and reverse transformations, as well as other implementation aspects are given in later sections.

Development begins with the specification of an initial abstract model of the 3D application through the software designer. As modeling language, we use the Scene Structure and Integration Modeling Language (SSIML) [VP05], a DSL tailored for 3D applications. SSIML models comprise both an abstract description of the 3D scene and a specification of the application logic. Cross-references between the 3D scene description and the application components specify e.g. the events that may be triggered by user interaction with a 3D object and need to be handled by the application logic, or how the application classes modify the 3D scene at runtime. Note that as an iterative development process is assumed, it suffices that the initial SSIML model specifies only a rough first version of the application that can be refined in later iterations.

During the forward engineering phase of the development process, the initial SSIML model is transformed to JavaScript, C++ and X3D code skeletons. The 3D designers’ task
is to model the individual 3D objects and their composition in a single X3D scene while programmers elaborate the auto-generated JavaScript and C++ code. In the proposed development process, 3D designers and programmers may work concurrently, where both are using different tools appropriate to their task. E.g. 3D designers could model the 3D objects using tools like 3DS Max or Blender, while the programmers use an IDE or a simple code editor.

However, as software development is a non-trivial process, the implementation of 3D and program code may be inconsistent with the current SSIML model in various ways: The implementation could be incomplete or incorrectly reflect the model, e.g. by using different names for 3D objects, application classes or their attributes. Moreover, the implementation may also add parts to the application that may reasonably be reflected in future versions of the SSIML model.

In order to consolidate the various artifacts, the implementation code is then reverse engineered and synchronized with the current SSIML model. For each inconsistency between the SSIML model and the current state of the implementation it has to be decided whether the implementation is incorrect or incomplete or whether the implementation improves the overall application in some way and should therefore be reflected in the next version of the SSIML model. E.g., on the one hand, say, the 3D designer may not care too much about attribute names as only the visual appearance of the 3D objects is usually important for his task. Here, the mismatch should be considered as incorrectness of the implementation. On the other hand, e.g., a programmer may feel that an attribute name in the SSIML model is inconsistent with the conventions of her programming language and uses a different attribute name instead. Here, the changed attribute name may be adopted in the next iteration of the SSIML model. Note that the synchronization step can occur “on-demand”, at any time of the development. I.e. it is not necessary e.g. that the web application developers wait for the CAVE developers to complete their implementation.

Once the implementation is synchronized with the SSIML model, possibly resulting in updates to the model, the software developer may now further expand the SSIML model. This completes the first cycle of the round-trip engineering process. From the updated SSIML model, again, code is generated in a forward step. Of course, during the forward step it is ensured that the newly generated code still contains the implementation details of the previous iteration, i.e. no code is lost during re-generation. This round-trip process may be repeated for several iterations, until a final version of the 3D application is reached.

3 Example: 3D Development for Web and CAVE

We introduce a small example to better illustrate the proposed 3D development process. The 3D scene is composed of the following 3D objects: A car chassis (Figure 2(a)), separated windows (Figure 2(b)) and different rim types (Figure 2(c)). The application shall provide an interactive part to configure the car, i.e. changing the car’s color, replacing the rims and toggling the visibility of the windows. Interaction is achieved by directly clicking on the respective 3D objects within the 3D scene or by using external GUI elements.
Figure 2: Left: (a) The stand-alone car chassis with (b) separated windows, (c) one of several wheel types. Right: The SSIML model for the car configuration application in our graphical model editor. Scene model elements are located on the blue (upper) area while elements from the SSIML interrelationship model are positioned on the yellow (lower) area.

3.1 Modeling 3D applications with SSIML

In the proposed 3D development process, development begins with the specification of an abstract model through software designers. The application model is specified in the DSL SSIML [VP05]. A SSIML model is composed of a scene model which allows for modeling abstract 3D scene graphs and an interrelationship model to create associations of scene graph elements with application components. The 3D scene graph is composed of parent and child nodes, with some important ones being the scene root node, group nodes to structure the scene graph, object nodes which represent a specific geometric 3D object (e.g., a car chassis) and attribute nodes, which can be used e.g. to specify a transformation or material of an object. Group and object nodes can act as child and parent nodes for other nodes, whereas attribute nodes have no further children. Special attribute nodes, such as sensor nodes, are used to trigger events within the 3D scene to notify application components within the interrelationship model. E.g., when a SSIML object node is connected to a touch sensor, this sensor attribute can notify an associated application class about an event, e.g. a mouse click.
Listing 1: X3D code skeleton that has been generated from the SSIML model (Figure 2(d)). Inline nodes are used to include further 3D geometries, e.g., the chassis object. Some IDs and node attributes have been removed.

The car configuration application can be modelled using SSIML as depicted in Figure 2(d). Scene model elements which will mainly result in the X3D code are shown on a blue (upper) area, for better illustration. The scene root node has a light and viewpoint attribute and contains the group node “carGroup”. This group node contains a “chassis” object which in turn contains four “wheel” objects and the “windowpanes” object. Elements of the SSIML interrelationship model will later be translated to application code and are displayed on a yellow (lower) area. The application class “MaterialConfigurator” is associated with the respective material attributes of the chassis and windowpanes in order to change their color and transparency values. The touch sensor attribute “windowTouchSensor” is connected to the windowpanes object and triggers a “CLICKED” event to the application class when the user clicks on the windowpanes. The second application class “PartsConfigurator” can access the chassis object in order to replace its content i.e. the four wheels with a different kind of wheels.

3.2 Developing the 3D Web Application

Web deployment of the car configuration tool makes use of X3D as scene description language and JavaScript as programming language. The X3DOM framework is used for integration of X3D content into HTML pages [BEJZ09]. Modern, WebGL-enabled web browsers can display X3DOM applications natively, without the need for installing a plug-in.
function MaterialConfigurator( ) {
    var chassisColor = document.getElementById('chassis__chassisColor');
    var windowTransparency = document.getElementById('windowpanes__windowTransparency');
    this.windowpanes_CLICKED = function( obj ) { 
        // Insert further application code below !//
        // Insert further application code above !//
    }
}

function PartsConfigurator( ) {
    var chassis = return document.getElementById('chassis');
    ...
}

function init( ) {
    var materialConfigurator = new MaterialConfigurator( );
    var partsConfigurator = new PartsConfigurator( );
    document.getElementById('windowpanes').addEventListener("click",
        materialConfigurator.windowpanes_CLICKED);
    ...
}

Listing 2: Generated JavaScript code skeleton with functions and member variables to access the 3D scene. Comments, where IDs are stored, have been removed.

3.2.1 Generation of X3D code from SSIML models

SSIML scene model elements (Figure 2, upper blue area) are mapped to X3D nodes in the following way: The SSIML model and the scene root node are transformed to an X3D tag and a scene tag, respectively. Each SSIML group node, e.g. the carGroup, is mapped to a corresponding group tag in X3D. SSIML object nodes are transformed to X3D inline nodes. A generated X3D inline node links to the X3D file specified in the encapsulatedContent attribute of the SSIML object, or, if that attribute is undefined, to a newly generated URL. Additionally, an X3D transform node is generated for these inline nodes in order to support scene composition activities such as translating and rotating the 3D objects to their final positions in the complete 3D scene (Listing 1).

Furthermore, a unique ID – with which each SSIML element is associated – is assigned to each X3D node generated from the SSIML model. This is necessary to track changes made to an element during the edit phase. The ID is bound to its element during the complete development process and may not be modified or removed. Elements without ID will later be treated as newly added elements. Using the X3DOM framework, the generated and refined X3D scene can be included in HTML documents and rendered in modern web browsers (although no functionalities are implemented yet for the application).

3.2.2 Generation of JavaScript code from SSIML models

Similar to X3D code, a corresponding JavaScript code skeleton (Listing 2) is generated to access the 3D scene. The generated JavaScript functions emulate the class-oriented structure of programming languages such as Java or C++, in order to enable consistent multi-
platform adaption. JavaScript code fragments are related to the original SSIML model of Figure 2 in the following way: The SSIML application components MaterialConfigurator and PartsConfigurator are translated to JavaScript functions of the same names which create suitable JavaScript objects. The MaterialConfigurator’s action relationships to the original SSIML attributes windowTransparency and chassisColor result in member variables of the JavaScript object. These two variables address X3D material nodes which can be used to modify the appearance of the windows and the chassis, respectively. To realize touch sensors with X3DOM, appropriate event listeners (conforming to the HTML event model) are attached to the respective X3D nodes [BEJZ09]. This event handling mechanism is common on many platforms and therefore can easily be adapted. For the windowpanes object, which is connected to a touch sensor in the SSIML model, a corresponding event listener is generated in the init() function. The CLICKED event from the SSIML example is mapped to an HTML click event. Further application logic, e.g. to set the transparency value of the material, will be manually programmed by filling in code stubs or in additional functions. Like generated X3D elements, generated JavaScript elements are also assigned IDs for tracking. The mapping from SSIML elements to corresponding JavaScript elements is more complex than to X3D nodes, since multiple SSIML elements may result in one JavaScript element. E.g., the event handler assignment within the init() function is comprised of the concerned object (i.e. windowpanes), the attached sensor and the relationships which connect the related objects (Listing 2).

Listing 3: Generated C++ code skeleton with the MaterialConfigurator class and the CarConfigurator scene class. Methods and member variables are generated to access the 3D scene. Comments, where IDs are stored, have been removed.
3.3 Development of CAVE application

The second platform supported by our round-trip environment is an ultra high-resolution CAVE consisting of 25 projectors (24 full HD plus 1 SXGA+) that offers a much more immersive experience than the web platform. The user can interactively configure the real sized car by using GUI elements on an iPad and by using a flystick for 3D interaction. The 3D scene (Section 3.2.1) is converted from X3D to the VRML format. Functionalities to load, access and display the 3D scene or to realize the event handling mechanism are implemented w.r.t. corresponding libraries of a proprietary CAVE framework. The structure of the generated C++ application (Listing 3) is similar to the JavaScript code (Section 3.2.2). SSIML application classes result in respective C++ classes. Additionally, the class CarConfigurator is generated, in order to initialize the application and to register events. Member variables and stubs for all methods required for the application, such as the “windows_touch” event handler, are also generated in the forward step.

Figure 3: The second iteration SSIML model for the car configuration application. The “windowpanes” object has been renamed to “windows” and the application class “MaterialConfigurator” to “ColorConfigurator”. Furthermore, a “spoiler” object has been added to the new version of the SSIML model.
3.4 Multi-Platform Round-Trip Engineering

During the refinement of the generated code skeletons, model relevant changes to the code can result in an inconsistent 3D application. In order to detect these inconsistencies and to derive an updated SSIML model, the different code bases are synchronized in the reverse phase of the RTE process. For our running example we assume the following three model-relevant changes to the code, which represent the basic operations update, insert and delete: First, 3D designers rename the 3D object “windowpanes” to “windows”. Since JavaScript and C++ programmers rely on the original naming, the windowpanes object is no longer accessible from the program code, which results in an inconsistent application that might crash. Second, 3D designers, having the CAVE application in mind, add a high-detail background to the 3D scene which is however not suitable for the web application due to the smaller graphics processing power in web browsers. And third, 3D designers forget to define the required light source (which could be interpreted, without further information, as intentional deletion). Model relevant changes, of course, may stem from JavaScript programmers, too. For instance, a JavaScript developer renames the class element “MaterialConfigurator” to “ColorConfigurator” since in her opinion only color values are addressed and modified. When transforming the code bases back to the model in the reverse phase, the software designer, ideally in a group decision process with the other developers, may accept or reject such changes. W.r.t. the example, the deletion of the viewpoint (by not defining it) and the addition of the high-detail background are rejected\(^1\) while renaming the windows 3D object and the application class MaterialConfigurator is accepted for inclusion in the next iteration of the SSIML model. Software engineers can now apply further changes to the consolidated SSIML model (Figure 3), e.g. by adding a spoiler object. During the next forward iteration, manually developed source code and changes from the SSIML model will be re-generated to a consistent application. Figure 4 shows the final application, in the web\(^2\) and CAVE variants, as well as a yet experimental AR application on a tablet computer.

\(^1\)CAVE developers may still programmatically add a high-detail background, but the background object will not be part of the platform-independent SSIML model.

\(^2\)Available at: http://elrond.informatik.tu-freiberg.de/roundtrip3d/carconfigurator.xhtml
4 Implementation overview

In this section we briefly describe the implementation of our Eclipse-based Round-trip environment which includes model to code and code to model transformations, model merging and conflict handling. A detailed description of the participating models and transformations is given in [LSVJ12].

4.1 Transformations between model and code

Round-trip engineering combines model-driven forward engineering with reverse engineering as well as a synchronization phase (see Section 4.2). In our implementation, the overall, complex conversion between model and code is realized through a sequence of simpler transformations (see Figure 5). A SSIML model is first converted into its intermediate representation by model to model transformations (M2M). The newly created intermediate model (IM) serves as a persistent storage for data and meta data from the complete application, including all model and code artifacts. SSIML to IM transformations (forward phase) and IM to SSIML transformations (reverse phase) are performed with Java using EMF's reflection API [SBPM09]. In the next step abstract syntax trees (ASTs) are created from the IM for each platform. We use the hybrid, rule-based transformation language ETL [KPP08] to achieve complex mappings between SSIML elements (in their intermediate representation) and AST elements of the target platform during the forward phase and the reverse phase, respectively. Code serializers and parsers to convert between the ASTs and their concrete syntactic representation are generated through Xtext [EV06] based on a grammar and a meta model of the target platform. Since serializers and parsers only need to recognize model relevant language artifacts, it is not necessary to semantically distinguish between every construct of the target language. Therefore, it suffices that the meta models and grammars cover relevant subsets of the target platform [Jon03]. Due to the similar structure of the generated JavaScript and C++ files, parts of the meta models and IM and ASTs conversions can be re-used.

Figure 5: RTE implementation with participating models and transformations.
4.2 Synchronization: Model merging and conflict handling

3D modelers and programmers elaborate the generated code bases with different tools appropriate to their task. Therefore, modifications to the code cannot be tracked in real time and thus need to be synchronized with the model in a *non-simultaneous* manner. In order to avoid the need for different merge algorithms for each platform, synchronization is performed on the intermediate layer [LVJ12]. All intermediate models, whether generated from SSIML models in the forward phase or derived from code in the reverse phase, are merged into the persistent intermediate model. Conflicts arise when an element has been modified in different code bases, e.g. an application class has been renamed both in the C++ code and in the JavaScript code. Conflicts and changes to model-relevant elements in the code, such as the renaming of the window object in the X3D code, are automatically detected during merging. Conflict resolution and decision making whether model-relevant changes at the code level should be applied to the next iteration of the SSIML model occurs in an interactive fashion, e.g. by the software engineer in coordination with the different developer teams. When no conflicts are detected during merging, a consistent version of the 3D application has been developed.

5 Discussion

Many existing RTE tools, such as *UML LAB* or *Together*, offer support for software development with focus on *simultaneous* synchronizations of model and code. UML LAB uses templates to synchronize between uniform modeling and general-purpose programming languages, e.g. UML2 class diagrams and Java or C# code. In contrast, the proposed RTE process addresses the special domain of 3D development. 3D and application code is generated from a graphical DSL and elaborated by different developer groups, each using their own specialized development tools. Synchronization of the various artifacts occurs “on-demand”, in a *non-simultaneous* fashion. The concurrent work style also improves on the typically sequential 3D development process where 3D modeling often strictly precedes the implementation of the application logic.

Our multi-tiered RTE implementation achieves complex model-to-code transformations through a sequence of simpler transformations. In this way, task specific transformation languages can be employed and the process of defining transformations becomes more manageable overall. Furthermore, subdividing the model-to-code transformation chain simplifies the extension to further platforms. Due to the similar structure of the generated code for the different platforms, meta models and IM-to-AST transformations can be reused to some extent. In addition, SSIML-to-IM transformations can be completely reused. A single model-merging algorithm is used instead of *weaving* code of different languages.

Besides SSIML, several other approaches to the structured development of 3D applications have been proposed. The Interaction Techniques Markup Language (InTML) integrates 3D interaction techniques into VR applications, by specifying an abstract XML-based model that can be executed in a runtime environment [FGH02]. However, in this approach
the functionality of the program is limited to the scope of its modeling language and multi-platform development depends on the port of the runtime. CONTIGRA [DHM02] aims at high-level and multi-disciplinary development processes of 3D components, that can be transformed to 3D applications. However, a reverse step to achieve iterative development is not possible. APRIL [LS05] can be used to create textual models of AR presentations. These models can be transformed to code for two platforms, while a reverse phase is not possible. SSIML can also be used for modeling AR applications [VH06]. In current work, we are extending our RTE framework to Android-based AR applications (Figure 4(c)).

In the current state of our implementation, a complete round-trip is possible for 3D web applications. I.e. changes to the SSIML model, X3D, and JavaScript code can be fully synchronized with each other and also be applied to the C++ CAVE code. The reverse engineering step for C++ code is currently only partially implemented, such that changes to the C++ code cannot yet be merged into other artifacts. Layout and formatting information of model and source code is not preserved, except in protected regions in JavaScript and C++. Formatting functionalities are provided by programming tools and our model editor.

6 Conclusion

We presented a round-trip engineering approach supporting the multi-platform development of 3D applications. From a common model specified in SSIML, a domain specific language for modeling 3D applications, code skeletons for programs running in modern web browsers and a Virtual Reality CAVE are generated. In a reverse phase, code level changes are synchronized with the SSIML model to support an iterative and concurrent development process. A multi-tiered transformation pipeline is used to implement the RTE process. Splitting up the forward and reverse phases into smaller steps simplifies the extension of our RTE process to further platforms, as only platform-specific transformations need to be implemented for each additional platform. Similarly, as merging occurs between the platform-independent intermediate models, no additional merge algorithm must be implemented when further platforms are considered. The multi-tiered RTE implementation thus scales well with the number of target platforms in 3D application development.
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